Introduction. Interest in N. Jacobson's result that (associative) rings R which satisfy (1) a n(a) = a (n(a) an integer greater than one)
for every aÇ£R are commutative 1 [4, p. 702 ] led Forsythe and McCoy to show that every (associative) regular ring without nilpotent 2 elements is a subdirect sum of division rings [3] . The principal tool they used was a very general theorem of G. Birkhofï on subdirect unions in universal algebra [l ] . In this note we shall prove the one additional fact which is needed to extend their argument to the alternative case. Our interest is not, of course, directed to the commutativity of alternative rings which satisfy (1), since this is an immediate consequence of Jacobson's result and the Theorem of Artin. In fact, such rings are associative. This consequence is well known if the additive order of no element of the ring is divisible by three. Our main result enables us to settle this exceptional case also. A corollary of our principal theorem is that every alternative algebraic algebra which has no nilpotent elements is the subdirect sum of alternative division algebras ( cf. [4] ). Whether this fact will find its place in a general theory of the structure of alternative algebraic algebras remains to be seen.
1. Preliminaries. Max Zorn calls a ring R alternative in case, for every a, b, cÇzR, the associator (a, b, c) ~a(bc) -(ab)c changes sign on interchange of two of its arguments [7, 8] . Interest in these rings currently stems from a fundamental result of R. Moufang in the foundations of projective geometry [5] . It is known to be sufficient to assume that {a, a, &) = (&, a, a)=0 [7] . Emil Artin has proved the following fundamental theorem.
THEOREM OF ARTIN. If R is an alternative ring y then the subring of R generated by two of its elements is an associative subring.
In this note we shall need to use the following identities Presented to the Society, April 25, 1947; received by the editors February 20,1947, and, in revised form, March 7, 1947. 1 Numbers in brackets denote the references at the end of the paper. 2 By a nilpotent element of a ring R we mean a nonzero element aÇ^R such that a n =0 for a positive integer ». 2. The main result. In this section we shall prove the following theorem.
THEOREM.
An alternative regular ring Ris a subdirect sum of alternative division rings if and only if R has no nilpotent elements.
PROOF. An examination of the argument of Forsythe and McCoy will show that associativity of three elements of R which are not necessarily in a subring of R generated by two elements of R is used only in the proof of their Lemma 2 and in this case one of the three elements is idempotent. Our theorem is, then, a direct consequence of the Theorem of Artin, the arguments of Forsythe and McCoy, and the following lemma. LEMMA 
If e is an idempotent element of an alternative ring R such that ex = xefor every x£i?, then e(xy) = (ex)y = x(ye) for every x } yE:R.
Before we prove this lemma we shall first prove the more general lemma. LEMMA PROOF. That x z y ~yx z for every yÇ£R is an immediate consequence of the Theorem of Artin. Now, using the identities (2.1) and (2.2), we may compute
Thus (y, z f x z ) = 0, and consequently all associators involving x z vanish. PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Take x~e~x z in Lemma 2. Remark. Lemma 2 is related to a result of R. H. Bruck [2, p. 302] which states that the mapping x->x z is an endomorphism of a commutative Moufang loop into its center. In our original version we noted that Bruck's result is valid for alternative rings in connection with our proof that alternative rings which satisfy (1) are associative. Our thanks are due to the referee who formulated Lemma 2, which, as we shall see, is useful in both situations.
3. The associativity of certain alternative rings. As we noted in the introduction, our main result is not needed to show that alternative rings which satisfy (1) are commutative. It is well known that a commutative alternative ring R is associative if 3a = 0 implies that a = 0, for every aG-R. In this section we shall apply our main result to show that every alternative ring which satisfies (1) is associative. We first note that such a ring is regular and without nilpotent elements. By our theorem, such a ring is, then, a subdirect sum of commutative alternative division rings each of which satisfies (1) . Now, an alternative division ring which satisfies (1) necessarily has finite prime characteristic (see [4, p. 702] ). To prove the associativity desired it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. LEMMA (1) , then R is associative.
If Ris a commutative alternative division ring whose characteristic is three and which satisfies

